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Season 1, Episode 12
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Rising



The ""transgenic"" Reds catch up with Max when her lost pager reveals her whereabouts to them. The Reds are former death row convicts seeking to combine their technology with Max's genetic material. Logan and Max, after a deadly fight with a Red, learn that the transgenics' power is controlled by a special implant placed in their bodies.    Meanwhile, the Reds take Original Cindy hostage and used to lure Max into their trap. Max risks it all and inserts the Red's implant into her own neck in hopes of gaining extra power. The implant makes her hyper violent and she kills off the Reds in order to free Original Cindy. Max then has a seizure. Logan learns the only way to save Max's life is to get the chip out of her head, but first he has to electrocute the chip in her neck. He is able to save her. Max then has to reveal to Original Cindy her Manticore secret. Also, Logan begins to regain the use of his legs and stands up.
Quest roles:
Garry Chalk(Lt. Walter Eastep), Peter Bryant(Bling), Brian Markinson(Dr. Sam Carr), Patrick Kilpatrick, Alex Zahara, Mark Gibbon(Red Six), Jade C. Bell(Sebastian), Taras Kostyuk(Red Seven), James Tsai(Neighbor), Julia Arkos(Tammy), Irene Chang(Sebastian's Nurse), Shawn Reis(Red Eight)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
13 February 2001, 00:00
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